Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Chlorinated alkanes are used widely in laboratory syntheses and in the chemical industry \[[@CR1]\]. As a consequence, they are penetrating into the environment in steadily increasing amounts. Chloroalkanes and products of their environmental reactions are considered toxic and biocumulative species. The chemical inertness and high volatility of chloromethanes mean that they can remain in the atmosphere for a very long time. The products of the atmospheric destruction of chloromethanes have been proven to have a significant impact on chlorine chemistry in the atmosphere and may be involved in various catalytic reaction cycles responsible for the depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\].

Monochloromethane (CH~3~Cl) is regarded as the most abundant halocarbon in the troposphere, and the largest natural source of stratospheric chlorine \[[@CR1], [@CR3]\]. The variability of CH~3~Cl in the ice core over the last two millennia suggests a relationship between the concentration of atmospheric CH~3~Cl and global mean temperature, which indicates the possibility that a warmer future climate may result in higher tropospheric CH~3~Cl levels. Major sources of CH~3~Cl are biomass burning, oceanic emissions and vegetative emissions. The other chloromethanes occurring in polluted atmosphere, i.e., dichloromethane (CH~2~Cl~2~), trichloromethane (CHCl~3~) and tetrachloromethane (CCl~4~), are released primarily from industrial processes \[[@CR1]--[@CR5]\].

The reaction with hydroxyl radical is a major loss pathway for atmospheric chloromethanes. The reactions of Cl atoms with many haloalkanes can also become of some importance because the rate constants for these reactions are distinctly higher than those for the corresponding reactions with OH radicals. Therefore, in the marine boundary layer and in polar regions where the concentration of chlorine atoms is significant, Cl-initiated reactions may play a key role in the decay of many organic compounds in the troposphere.

The sources of chlorine atoms are the photochemically labile chlorine compounds such as Cl~2~ and ClNO~2~ produced in some aqueous-phase reactions in airborne seawater droplets \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Chlorine atoms and their oxides are highly reactive species and can profoundly affect atmospheric composition. The gas-phase reactions of chlorine atoms with the hydrogen-containing atmospheric halocarbons lead to the facile generation of the corresponding free radicals via hydrogen atom abstraction. These reactions also play an important role in the processes of industrial chlorination and incineration of hazardous halogenated wastes, and their kinetics have been the subject of many theoretical and experimental studies \[[@CR6]--[@CR8]\]. Considerably less recognized are the kinetics of chlorine abstraction reactions. To the best of our knowledge, these reactions have not been investigated experimentally. In this study, we present a theoretical analysis of the mechanism and kinetics of the reactions of chloromethanes, CH~4−x~Cl~x~ (x = 1,2,3 and 4) with atomic chlorine:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Kinetic information on the reactions indicated in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is very limited. Chlorine abstraction reactions proceed incomparably slower than the analogous H-abstraction processes, and grow in importance only at high temperatures. The kinetics of the reverse processes$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{H}}_{{4-\mathrm{x}}}}\mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{l}}_{{\mathrm{x}-1}}}+\mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{l}}_2}\to \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{H}}_{{4-\mathrm{x}}}}\mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{l}}_{\mathrm{x}}}+\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l} $$\end{document}$$between chloromethyl radicals and molecular chlorine is considerably better known \[[@CR6]--[@CR8]\]. The reactions indicated in Eq. (−[1](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) indeed also represent chlorine abstraction processes; however, Cl atoms in a molecule of Cl~2~ are bound distinctly weaker in comparison with those in chloromethane. In consequence, the reverse reactions (Eq. −[1](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) are relatively fast processes at ambient temperature and their kinetics have been studied experimentally over a wide temperature range, allowing comparison of experimental results with the theoretical kinetic results obtained in this study.

Computational details {#Sec2}
=====================

It is well known that the G2 method \[[@CR9]\] well reproduces the structural parameters and molecular properties of a wide group of organic compounds. The haloalkanes were studied theoretically using quantum mechanical ab initio methods at various levels of theory. Reliable values relating to thermochemical properties and vibrational frequencies have been obtained using G2 methodology for perhalogenated methanols, methyl hypohalites, halogenated alkyl and alkoxy radicals \[[@CR10]--[@CR20]\]. The G2 method was also used successfully in the theoretical description of the kinetics and mechanism of the abstraction of hydrogen from methanol by halogen atoms \[[@CR21]--[@CR23]\]. We decided to use the G3 method \[[@CR24]\] in our investigations. This method provides the same quality of computational results but with a considerable reduction in the time and the levels of calculations required in comparison with the G2 method. All quantum mechanical ab initio calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 09 program package \[[@CR25]\]. The geometries of all stationary point structures of the potential energy surface were fully optimized at both the SCF and MP2 levels with the 6--31G(d) basis set. Relative total energies were examined using G3 methodology \[[@CR24]\].

The rate constants of the reactions studied were analyzed in terms of conventional transition state theory (TST) \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\] according to the equation$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {\upkappa_{\mathrm{T}}}\cong 1-\frac{1}{24 }{{\left( {\frac{{\mathrm{h}{\upnu^{\ne }}}}{{{{\mathrm{k}}_{\mathrm{B}}}\mathrm{T}}}} \right)}^2} $$\end{document}$$with the imaginary frequencies *ν*^≠^ of the transition state obtained in the geometry optimization performed at a higher level of theory, i.e., from MP2/6--31G(d) calculations. The vibrational and rotational contributions to the thermodynamic functions were derived by classical harmonic-oscillator rigid-rotor approximation (no free or internal rotation was considered).

Results and discussion {#Sec3}
======================

The theoretical investigation of hydrogen abstraction from halomethanes by chlorine atoms shows that the mechanism of these reactions appears to be complex and consists of some consecutive elementary processes with the formation of loosely bound intermediate complexes \[[@CR21]--[@CR23]\]. Therefore, at each level of theory, the potential energy surface of the studied reactions was explored for the possible existence of transition states and intermediate complexes. The geometries of all structures were optimized fully and independently using analytical gradients at the SCF and MP2 levels with the 6--31G(d) basis set. The molecular arrangements and definitions of the structural parameters of the molecular structures taking part in the mechanism of reactions CH~4−x~Cl~x~ + Cl (x = 1,2,3 and 4) are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The results of calculations including the geometrical parameters optimized at the MP2/6--31G(d) level, the harmonic vibrational frequencies, the rotational constants and the total G3(0 K) energies (ZPE included) for the reactants, products, intermediate complexes and transition states are given in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 1Definition of the geometrical parameters of molecular structures taking part in the mechanism of reaction of atomic chlorine with CH~3~Cl, CH~2~Cl~2~, CHCl~3~ and CCl~4~; *Z* denotes H or Cl atoms, and *x* = 1, 2, 3 or 4Table 1Molecular properties of the reactants and products of the reactions under investigation calculated at the G3 level^a^. The vibrational frequencies *ν* ~i~ (cm^−1^) obtained at the SCF/6--31G(d) level and scaled by 0.8929 (first column), derived in the MP2(full)/6--31G(d) calculations (second column) were scaled by 0.94 for reactants and products. Experimental frequencies \[[@CR28]--[@CR32]\] are given in parenthesisCH~3~Cl (C~3v~)CH~2~Cl~2~ (C~2v~)CHCl~3~ (C~3v~)CCl~4~ (T~D~)C--Cl1.77701.76731.76481.7688C--H1.08771.08691.0859H--C--Cl108.9063108.2652107.6497Cl--C--Cl113.0095111.2297109.4712H--C--H110.0290110.7900A157.8472832.6251803.2843601.732250B13.375353.2919503.2843501.732250C13.375303.0484301.7034301.732250ν~1~700739(732)278283(282)258261(261)218220(217)ν~2~1,0161,020(1,017)691709(717)258261(261)218220(217)ν~3~1,0161,020(1,017)752768(758)360364(363)311315(314)ν~4~1,3741,380(1,355)889894(898)652664(680)311315(314)ν~5~1,4541,453(1,452)1,1741,172(1,153)780774(774)311315(314)ν~6~1,4541,453(1,452)1,2951,295(1,268)780774(774)449452(459)ν~7~2,9172,965(2,937)1,4451,438(1,467)1,2491,238(1,220)806783(776)ν~8~3,0093,071(3,039)2,9803,002(2,999)1,2491,238(1,220)806783(776)ν~9~3,0093,071(3,039)3,0533,079(3,040)3,0433,047(3,034)806783(776)E~0~(G3)−499.91251−959.37103−1,418.82886−1,878.28323CH~3~ (D~3h~)CH~2~Cl (C~s~)CHCl~2~ (C~s~)CCl~3~ (C~3v~)C-Cl1.70071.70291.7109C-H1.07831.07801.0809H-C-Cl117.4525116.591Cl-C-Cl119.0484116.887H-C-H120.0000122.8962A287.529180275.21658047.0364203.377060B287.52918015.8496803.3507703.377030C143.76459015.0124003.1351601.699920ν~1~275380441313(389)290302(190 ± 50)264273(290)ν~2~1,3751,392(1,428)777831(829)542526264273(290)ν~3~1,3751,392(1,428)976995721753(845)313345ν~4~2,9333,028(2,931)1,3811,407(1,391)863891(896)484494(509)ν~5~3,0903,206(3,087)2,9963,074(3,055)1,2281,247(1,226)894896(898)ν~6~3,0903,206(3,087)3,1273,2153,0633,113894896(898)E~0~(G3)−39.79223−499.25600−958.71926−1,418.18095^a^G3 molecular parameters: geometrical structure optimized at the MP2(Full)/6--31 G(d) level, (bond lengths in Å, valence and dihedral angles in degrees), rotational constants ABC in GHz, the total G3-energies in a.u. at 0 K (ZPE included)Table 2Molecular properties of structures taking part in the mechanism of reaction under investigation derived at the G3 level ^a^MC1A (C~s~)TS1 (C~3v~)MC1B (C~3v~)MC2ATS2 (C~s~)MC2B (C~s~)MC3A (C~s~)TS3 (C~s~)MC3B (C~s~)TS4 (C~3v~)MC4B (C~3v~)ClCl~0~3.17062.09522.02325.14732.11182.02323.48752.13442.02222.15892.0204CCl~0~1.77942.32183.06241.76752.27073.03661.76822.21753.02342.17473.0465CH~1~1.08801.08101.0791CCl~1~1.76751.69441.69891.76341.70361.70141.71981.7104CH~2~1.08791.08101.07911.08661.08221.0793CCl~2~1.76341.70361.70141.71981.7104CH~3~1.08791.08101.07911.08661.08221.07931.08571.08411.0818CCl~3~1.71981.7104ClH~3~3.60393.35092.9519ClCl~0~C92.418180.000180.00056.503176.405177.14583.245177.0693176.702180.000180.000H~1~CCl~0~108.62298.31093.025Cl~1~CCl~0~112.976109.557107.229111.111106.6787104.644104.013100.491H~2~CCl~0~108.76198.31093.025108.27796.59191.559Cl~2~CCl~0~111.111106.6787104.644104.013100.491H~3~CCl~0~108.76198.31093.025108.27796.59191.559107.28994.790989.021Cl~3~CCl~0~104.013100.491ClH~3~C169.799128.005H~1~CCl~0~Cl180.000Cl~1~CCl~0~Cl113.208180.000180.0117.718117.0209117.052H~2~CCl~0~Cl60.339−126.932119.93861.020Cl~2~CCl~0~Cl−117.718−117.0209−117.052H~3~CCl~0~Cl−60.339−6.705−119.938−61.0200.0000.0000.000Cl~3~CCl~0~ClA14.037520146.090730143.9590803.12749018.54562017.8858102.1141503.2411003.1925401.7302101.703120B2.2834202.2807801.8064800.8516100.9572700.7444100.8346200.8071100.6070000.6275400.484290C1.9887302.2807801.8064800.6870300.9160600.7183200.7621200.6598800.5183800.6275400.484290ν~1~29471i535501i257552i24612i26ν~2~46725385949264432826ν~3~677281107356475653846ν~4~733360150283146892611485315046ν~5~1,02351515070936016026116810815047ν~6~1,023515513768551509365320304190274ν~7~1,379944524893818526664386506286274ν~8~1,4511,3961,3921,171955834769712584286360ν~9~1,4511,3961,3921,2931,0301,001776872758414505ν~10~2,9643,0113,0231,4371,4111,4071,239928890545505ν~11~3,0723,1843,2003,0023,0433,0631,2421,2491,247858894ν~12~3,0723,1843,2003,0793,1713,2013,0533,0833,105858894E~0~(G3)^b^−15.15105.88100.66−3.3189.8684.85−6.7275.0766.9962.1544.90^a^G3 molecular parameters: geometrical structure optimized at the MP2(Full)/6--31G(d) level, (bond lengths in Å, valence and dihedral angles in degrees), rotational constants ABC in GHz, the vibrational frequencies ν~i~ (cm^−1^) obtained at the MP2/6--31G(d) level and scaled by 0.940^b^The total G3-energies in kJmol^−1^ at 0 K (ZPE included) calculated towards the G3-energy of the respective reactants' energy

Optimized molecular structures {#Sec4}
------------------------------

The reactants are highly symmetrical molecular structures. A symmetry of point groups of C~3v~, C~2v~, C~3v~ and T~D~ is found for CH~3~Cl, CH~2~Cl~2~, CHCl~3~ and CCl~4~, respectively. The C--H and C--Cl bond lengths obtained in the geometry optimization performed at the MP2(Full)/6--31G(d) level for reactants are very close one to another. The lengths of C--Cl bonds in chloromethanes are within 1.765--1.777 Å whereas C--H bonds cover a narrow range of 1.086--1.088 Å. The differences in the values of the angular parameters, H--C--H and Cl--C--H in the reactants do not exceed 1°.

The radical products of the reactions under investigation show more visible differences in structural parameters. Methyl radical (CH~3~) is a planar structure with the symmetry of a D~3h~ point group. Trichloromethyl radical (CCl~3~) is also a highly symmetrical structure with a three-fold axis. The equilibrium geometry of CCl~3~ radical obtained at the MP2/6--31G(d) level corresponds to a C~3v~ symmetry. The other radicals, chloromethyl (CH~2~Cl) and dichloromethyl (CHCl~2~) are less symmetrical molecular structures. Either the C--H or the C--Cl bonds in the radical products are a little shorter than their counterparts in the parent chloromethanes. In contrast, the values of the angular parameters in radical products, Cl--C--H and H--C--H are distinctly greater than those in the corresponding reactants.

Except for tetrachloromethane, the attack of a chlorine atom on molecules of CH~3~Cl, CH~2~Cl~2~ and CHCl~3~ leads to the formation of the pre-reaction adducts, CH~4-x~Cl~x~...Cl (x = 1,2 and 3) denoted by MC1A, MC2A and MC3A for CH~3~Cl...Cl, CH~2~Cl~2~...Cl and CHCl~3~...Cl, respectively. The adducts MC1A and MC3A have a C~s~ symmetry, because the attacking chlorine atom is moving across the symmetry plane of the CH~3~Cl or CHCl~3~. The geometrical parameters of these molecular complexes retain the values that appear in the isolated reactants. All pre-reaction adducts, CH~3~Cl...Cl, CH~2~Cl~2~...Cl and CHCl~3~...Cl, are loose molecular structures with long contact distances between the attacking chlorine and reactant. The vibrational frequencies of MC1A, MC2A and MC3A from ν~4~ up are almost identical with the corresponding frequencies in the isolated reactants.

The transition states (CH~4-x~Cl~x-1~...Cl...Cl)^≠^, denoted by TSx (x = 1,2,3 and 4) describe the chlorine abstraction from CH~4−x~Cl~x~ by Cl atom. All transition states are reactant-like structures. In reactions CH~3~Cl + Cl and CCl~4~ + Cl, the attacking Cl atom is approaching CH~3~Cl and CCl~4~ along the C--Cl~0~ bond. The angle of C--Cl~0~--Cl is then equal to 180° and the three-fold axis of the reactant molecule (CH~3~Cl or CCl~4~) is retained in the structure of transition states TS1 and TS4, which have the symmetry of a C~3v~ point group. Both TS2 and TS3 are molecular structures with the C--Cl~0~/Cl~0~--Cl bonds breaking/formed located in the symmetry plane of the transition state. The attack of the chlorine atom at the TS2 and TS3 structures is nearly collinear, with values of the angle C--Cl~0~--Cl of 177° and 176° found for TS2 and TS3, respectively. The calculated lengths of the breaking bonds C--Cl~0~ are 30 % longer than those in the parent reactants. The length of C--Cl~0~ decreases with the increase in the number of chlorine atoms in the reactant molecule. The Cl~0~--Cl bonds formed are only 4--7 % longer than the Cl--Cl bond in molecular chlorine. The values of the other structural parameters of the transition states TSx are close to their counterparts in the isolated reactants.

The post-reaction adducts, CH~4−x~Cl~x−1~...Cl~2~, designated by MCxB (x = 1,2,3 and 4), are intermediates consisting of two subunits: radical CH~4−x~Cl~x−1~ and molecular chlorine Cl~2~, bonded in a molecular complex. All molecular complexes, MCxB keep the symmetry of their respective transition states TSx, so that MC1B and MC4B have a C~3v~ symmetry whereas MC2B and MC3B possess a C~s~ symmetry. The vibrational frequencies of these adducts are very close to the corresponding frequencies in the isolated radical product and Cl~2~.

In standard G3 approach, the vibrational frequencies are obtained in geometry optimization performed at the SCF/6--31G(d) level and scaled by 0.8929 to take into account their overestimation \[[@CR24]\]. The vibrational frequencies derived in this way reproduce the experimental frequencies well and give a correct estimation of the zero-point energy of the reactants and products. However, the optimized structures for either intermediate complexes or transition states derived at the SCF and MP2 levels shows substantial differences in both geometrical parameters and vibrational frequencies. Therefore, our kinetic analysis of the studied reactions was based on the MP2(Full)/6--31G(d)-frequencies as the more credible ones. The value of the scaling factor for the MP2-frequencies was found by comparing the available experimental \[[@CR28]--[@CR33]\] and calculated MP2 frequencies for reactants and products. As can be seen from Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, using a value of the scaling factor of 0.940 leads to the best agreement of the MP2 and experimental frequencies \[[@CR28]--[@CR33]\]. Therefore, this scaling factor was used to calculate the vibrational frequencies of all molecular structures taking part in the mechanism of the studied reactions.

Reaction energetics {#Sec5}
-------------------

The G3 method allows reliable estimation of the reaction energetics. The accuracy of these estimations based on the G3-energies is usually considered to be better than 6 kJ mol^−1^. The enthalpy of formation, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The reaction enthalpy was calculated directly from the total G3-energy of the reactants and products. The calculated values of reaction enthalpy do not depend on the method used to calculate the enthalpy of formation. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows that all investigated reactions are highly endothermic processes. The reaction enthalpy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \varDelta H_{r,298}^0 $$\end{document}$ occurs for CCl~4~ + Cl ↔ CCl~3~ + Cl~2~. The calculated heat of this reaction of 57.2 kJ mol^−1^ distinctly overestimates the experimental value of 45.6 kJ mol^−1^ \[[@CR7]\] derived at room temperature. This is due to the sizable difference between the theoretical and experimental values of the enthalpy of formation of CCl~4~.Fig. 2Schematic profiles of the potential energy surfaces for Cl-abstraction reactions from CH~3~Cl, CH~2~Cl~2~, CHCl~3~ and CCl~4~ by atomic chlorine

Reaction mechanism {#Sec6}
------------------

The mechanism of the reactions under investigation appears to be complex and consists of some consecutive elementary processes related with the formation of loosely bound intermediate complexes. The profiles of the potential energy surface are shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. All reactions studied are highly endothermic. Except for reaction CCl~4~ + Cl, the mechanism of Cl-abstraction proceeds in accordance with a three-step reaction mechanism$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{H}}_{{4-\mathrm{x}}}}\mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{l}}_{\mathrm{x}}} + \mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\leftrightarrows \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{H}}_{{4-\mathrm{x}}}}\mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{l}}_{\mathrm{x}}}\ldots \mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\leftrightarrows \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{H}}_{{4-\mathrm{x}}}}\mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{l}}_{{\mathrm{x}-1}}}\ldots \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{l}}_2}\to \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{H}}_{{4-\mathrm{x}}}}\mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{l}}_{{\mathrm{x}-1}}}+\mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{l}}_2} $$\end{document}$$where x = 1,2 and 3. The first and third elementary processes are recombination and unimolecular dissociation, while the second is related to an energy barrier. The pre-reaction adducts formed in the first elementary step are loose molecular complexes. The most stable structure is the adduct CH~3~Cl...Cl denoted as MC1A. Its dissociation energy to reactants is 15.2 kJ mol^−1^. The other pre-reaction complexes are considerably less bonded. The next elementary step leads, via TSx, to the molecular complex MCxB, which dissociates to the final channel products, CH~4−x~Cl~x−1~ + Cl~2~. The calculated energy barriers for the second step are high, which implies small values of the rate constants for the studied reactions at ambient temperature. It is interesting that the height of the energy barrier is very close to the reaction heat, and both decrease as the number of chlorine atoms in the reactant molecule increases.

In the case of the reactions CCl~4~ + Cl, the Cl-abstraction process requires only two elementary steps as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The intermediate complex, CCl~3~...Cl~2~ denoted as MC4B formed in the first elementary step dissociates into the final reaction products, trichloromethyl radical CCl~3~ and molecular chlorine Cl~2~. The energy barrier for this reaction of 62.2 kJ mol^−1^ is the lowest among the reactions studied. Therefore, the reaction CCl~4~ + Cl should be the fastest process among the reactions under investigation.

Rate constant calculations {#Sec7}
--------------------------

There are some theoretical kinetic models for describing the kinetics of a bimolecular reaction, which involve the formation of intermediate molecular complexes \[[@CR21], [@CR38], [@CR39]\]. Assuming that the intermediates formed are loosely bound complexes, their collisional stabilization can, at a first approximation, be omitted in the description of the reaction rate. A method for the rate constant calculation for a bimolecular reaction that proceeds through the formation of pre- (MCxA) and post-reaction (MCxB) complexes has been applied successfully to describe the kinetics of many H-abstraction reactions \[[@CR21]--[@CR23]\]. The general equation, which takes into account the rotational energy, is derived from RRKM theory. According to this formalism, the rate coefficient *k* for the three-step reaction mechanism, such as for Eq. ([4](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) with formation of the pre-reaction and post-reaction adducts, can be expressed as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{array}{*{20}c} \hfill k=\frac{z}{{h{Q_{RCl }}{Q_{Cl }}}}\int\limits_{{{V_{TSx}}}}^{\infty } {\sum\limits_J {{W_{MCxA }}\left( {E,J} \right)\times \frac{{{W_{TSx }}\left( {E,J} \right)}}{{{W_{MCxA }}\left( {E,J} \right)+{W_{TSx }}\left( {E,J} \right)}}} } \times \\ \hfill \frac{{{W_{MCxB }}\left( {E,J} \right)}}{{{W_{MCxB }}\left( {E,J} \right)+{W_{TSx }}\left( {E,J} \right)}}\times \exp \left( {-E/RT} \right)dE \\\end{array} $$\end{document}$$where *Q*~RCl~ and *Q*~Cl~ are the partition functions of chloromethane CH~4−x~Cl~x~ (x = 1,2,3 and 4) and atomic chlorine, respectively, with the center of mass partition function factored out of the product *Q*~RCl~*Q*~Cl~ and included in *z* together with the partition functions of those inactive degrees of freedom that are not considered by the sums of the states under the integral. *V*~TSx~ is the threshold energy towards the reactants CH~4−x~Cl~x~ + Cl, whereas *W*~TSx~(*E*,*J*), *W*~MCxA~(*E*,*J*), and *W*~MCxB~(*E*,*J*) denote the sum of the states at energy less than or equal to *E* and with angular momentum *J* for the transition state TSx and the activated complexes for the unimolecular dissociations of MCxA and MCxB, respectively. All computational effort is then related to calculating the sum of the states, *W*(*E*,*J*) This calculation depends on the level at which the conservation of angular momentum is considered and is discussed in detail in Refs. \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\].

Equation [6](#Equ7){ref-type=""} can be used directly in the description of kinetics of the reactions CH~3~Cl + Cl, CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl and CHCl~3~ + Cl. In the case of the two-step mechanism such as for the reaction CCl~4~ + Cl , one must replace *W*~MC4A~(*E*,*J*) by *W*~TS4~(*E*,*J*) and omit the first fraction under the integral in Eq. ([6](#Equ7){ref-type=""}).

The results of direct calculations \[[@CR13], [@CR20]--[@CR22]\] show that the dominant contribution to the rate constant is given by states with energy *E* not higher than *V*~TSx~ + 3RT. In the case of a sizable (compared with RT) energy barrier *V*~TSx~, the value of the product of the microcanonical branching fractions at an energy slightly higher than *V*~TSx~ becomes close to unity and the TST rate constant *k*~TST~ is then a good approximation of the exact rate coefficient, especially at ambient temperatures \[[@CR13], [@CR20]--[@CR22]\].

Reaction system CH~3~Cl + Cl {#Sec8}
----------------------------

The values of the calculated rate constants are given in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The height of the energy barrier is clearly the major factor determining the magnitude of the rate constant and its dependence on temperature. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows that the Cl-abstraction from CH~3~Cl by Cl atoms is related with a high energy barrier of 106 kJ mol^−1^. The calculated value of the rate constant at 298 K is of 4.5 × 10^−30^ cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^. This value is 17 orders of magnitude lower than the rate constant for the competitive reaction of H-abstraction from CH~3~Cl by atomic chlorine \[[@CR40]\]. This is the major reason of the lack of experimental measurements of rate constants for Cl-abstraction from CH~3~Cl. The kinetics of the reverse reaction CH~3~ + Cl~2~ are considerably better recognized \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\]. The values of the rate constant for this reaction calculated via the equilibrium constant obtained theoretically are also given in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The values of the rate constants, *k*(CH~3~Cl + Cl) and *k*(CH~3~ + Cl~2~) calculated in the temperature range of 200--3,000 K, can be expressed as:Table 4Rate constant calculated for the Cl-abstraction reactions CH~4−x~Cl~x~ + Cl → CH~4−x~Cl~x−1~ + Cl~2~ and their reverse processesTCH~3~Cl + Cl ↔ CH~3~ + Cl~2~CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl ↔ CH~2~Cl + Cl~2~CHCl~3~ + Cl ↔ CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~CCl~4~ + Cl ↔ CCl~3~ + Cl~2~*k*(CH~3~Cl + Cl)*k* ~TST~(CH~3~Cl + Cl)logK~p~*k*(CH~3~ + Cl~2~)*k*(CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl)*k* ~TST~(CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl)logK~p~*k*(CH~2~Cl + Cl~2~)*k*(CHCl~3~ + Cl)*k* ~TST~(CHCl~3~ + Cl)logK~p~ ^a^*k*(CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~)*k*(CCl~4~ + Cl)*k* ~TST~(CCl~4~ + Cl)logK~p~*k*(CCl~3~ + Cl~2~)(K)(cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^)2002.21 × 10^−39^2.44 × 10^−39^−26.81311.39 × 10^−12^2.60 × 10^−35^3.24 × 10^−35^−22.05432.83 × 10^−13^4.41 × 10^−31^4.41 × 10^−31^−16.14166.10 × 10^−15^1.67 × 10^−27^1.68 × 10^−27^−12.44585.75 × 10^−15^2509.42 × 10^−34^1.02 × 10^−33^−21.21301.51 × 10^−12^1.73 × 10^−30^2.00 × 10^−30^−17.20292.70 × 10^−13^4.64 × 10^−27^4.66 × 10^−27^−12.39861.16 × 10^−14^3.87 × 10^−24^3.91 × 10^−24^−9.41801.21 × 10^−14^2984.49 × 10^−30^4.81 × 10^−30^−17.57171.65 × 10^−12^2.42 × 10^−27^2.70 × 10^−27^−14.05512.71 × 10^−13^1.98 × 10^−24^2.00 × 10^−24^−9.98021.89 × 10^−14^6.18 × 10^−22^6.29 × 10^−22^−7.47032.11 × 10^−14^3005.90 × 10^−30^6.31 × 10^−30^−17.45471.66 × 10^−12^3.06 × 10^−27^3.41 × 10^−27^−13.95412.71 × 10^−13^2.41 × 10^−24^2.43 × 10^−24^−9.90331.92 × 10^−14^7.28 × 10^−22^7.41 × 10^−22^−7.40802.16 × 10^−14^3503.26 × 10^−27^3.48 × 10^−27^−14.75381.83 × 10^−12^6.72 × 10^−25^7.40 × 10^−25^−11.62442.80 × 10^−13^2.20 × 10^−22^2.25 × 10^−22^−8.12232.91 × 10^−14^3.20 × 10^−20^3.30 × 10^−20^−5.98003.48 × 10^−14^4003.92 × 10^−25^4.18 × 10^−25^−12.71712.03 × 10^−12^3.98 × 10^−23^4.38 × 10^−23^−9.87162.95 × 10^−13^6.73 × 10^−21^6.97 × 10^−21^−6.78784.13 × 10^−14^5.65 × 10^−19^5.92 × 10^−19^−4.91525.20 × 10^−14^4501.69 × 10^−23^1.81 × 10^−23^−11.12572.24 × 10^−12^9.79 × 10^−22^1.09 × 10^−21^−8.50493.12 × 10^−13^9.87 × 10^−20^1.04 × 10^−19^−5.75135.57 × 10^−14^5.37 × 10^−18^5.74 × 10^−18^−4.09217.34 × 10^−14^5003.53 × 10^−22^3.81 × 10^−22^−9.84792.48 × 10^−12^1.29 × 10^−20^1.46 × 10^−20^−7.40963.32 × 10^−13^8.61 × 10^−19^9.25 × 10^−19^−4.92397.23 × 10^−14^3.30 × 10^−17^3.61 × 10^−17^−3.43799.91 × 10^−14^6003.56 × 10^−20^3.94 × 10^−20^−7.92382.98 × 10^−12^6.48 × 10^−19^7.57 × 10^−19^−5.76463.77 × 10^−13^2.30 × 10^−17^2.58 × 10^−17^−3.68731.12 × 10^−13^5.16 × 10^−16^5.95 × 10^−16^−2.46641.63 × 10^−13^7001.01 × 10^−18^1.15 × 10^−18^−6.54503.53 × 10^−12^1.10 × 10^−17^1.34 × 10^−17^−4.58964.28 × 10^−13^2.46 × 10^−16^2.91 × 10^−16^−2.80951.59 × 10^−13^3.76 × 10^−15^4.59 × 10^−15^−1.78242.44 × 10^−13^8001.28 × 10^−17^1.51 × 10^−17^−5.50994.13 × 10^−12^9.39 × 10^−17^1.20 × 10^−16^−3.70994.82 × 10^−13^1.49 × 10^−15^1.85 × 10^−15^−2.15592.13 × 10^−13^1.68 × 10^−14^2.19 × 10^−14^−1.27683.39 × 10^−13^9009.40 × 10^−17^1.15 × 10^−16^−4.70544.77 × 10^−12^5.06 × 10^−16^6.80 × 10^−16^−3.02805.41 × 10^−13^6.10 × 10^−15^8.02 × 10^−15^−1.65192.74 × 10^−13^5.45 × 10^−14^7.58 × 10^−14^−0.88954.47 × 10^−13^10004.70 × 10^−16^5.96 × 10^−16^−4.06305.44 × 10^−12^1.97 × 10^−15^2.78 × 10^−15^−2.48486.03 × 10^−13^1.90 × 10^−14^2.64 × 10^−14^−1.25233.39 × 10^−13^1.40 × 10^−13^2.08 × 10^−13^−0.58445.66 × 10^−13^15006.44 × 10^−14^9.90 × 10^−14^−2.15599.26 × 10^−12^1.24 × 10^−13^2.21 × 10^−13^−0.88079.50 × 10^−13^6.02 × 10^−13^1.09 × 10^−12^−0.08597.34 × 10^−13^2.39 × 10^−12^4.96 × 10^−12^0.29251.27 × 10^−12^20008.01 × 10^−13^1.48 × 10^−12^−1.22901.37 × 10^−11^1.04 × 10^−12^2.27 × 10^−12^−0.10831.35 × 10^−12^3.49 × 10^−12^8.02 × 10^−12^0.46411.20 × 10^−12^9.71 × 10^−12^2.77 × 10^−11^0.69432.02 × 10^−12^25003.73 × 10^−12^8.10 × 10^−12^−0.69181.85 × 10^−11^3.85 × 10^−12^9.96 × 10^−12^0.33531.79 × 10^−12^1.01 × 10^−11^2.87 × 10^−11^0.77321.71 × 10^−12^2.19 × 10^−11^8.38 × 10^−11^0.91352.74 × 10^−12^30001.05 × 10^−11^2.65 × 10^−11^−0.34702.35 × 10^−11^9.31 × 10^−12^2.81 × 10^−11^0.61732.26 × 10^−12^2.06 × 10^−11^7.08 × 10^−11^0.96522.23 × 10^−12^3.69 × 10^−11^1.85 × 10^−10^1.04503.40 × 10^−12a^The equilibrium constant K~p~ calculated for the reaction enthalpy corrected by −6.0 kJ mol^−1^ to obtain value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The calculated values of *k*(CH~3~ + Cl~2~) are compared with available experimental results in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The inset shows the temperature dependence of the calculated *k*(CH~3~Cl + Cl). The room temperature value of the rate constant *k*(CH~3~Cl + Cl) is very low: 2.0 × 10^−24^ cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^. However, the values of *k*(CH~3~Cl + Cl) depend strongly on temperature. The increase in temperature from 200 K to 1,000 K results in a rise in the value of *k*(CH~3~Cl + Cl) by over 20 orders of magnitude. The calculated values of *k*(CH~3~Cl + Cl) are 4.7 × 10^−16^ and 1.1 × 10^−11^ cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^ at 1,000 K and 3,000 K, respectively.Fig. 3Arrhenius plot for the reaction CH~3~ + Cl~2~ → CH~3~Cl + Cl comparing the available results of kinetic measurements of Eskola et al. \[[@CR41]\] (*black circles*), Timonen et al. \[[@CR42]\] (*black squares*), Timonen and Gutman \[[@CR43]\] (*white triangles*), and Kovalenko and Leone \[[@CR44]\] (*white diamonds*) with those obtained theoretically in this study. *Solid line* Plot of Eq. ([8](#Equ9){ref-type=""}). *Inset* Temperature dependence of *k*(CH~3~Cl + Cl) from Eq. ([7](#Equ8){ref-type=""})

The reverse reaction has been studied experimentally over a wide temperature range. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} compares our calculated values of *k*(CH~3~ + Cl~2~) with the experimental results of Eskola et al. \[[@CR41]\] performed in the range of 188--500 K, Timonen et al. \[[@CR42]\] at 298--423 K, Timonen and Gutman \[[@CR43]\] at 296--712 K, and those of Kovalenko and Leone \[[@CR44]\] studied at 298 K. The results of Timonen et al. \[[@CR42]\] are distinctly underestimated. The other experimental measurements are consistent and show only little dispersion. The calculated values of *k*(CH~3~ + Cl~2~) can be considered the best compromise between the available estimates. The predicted temperature dependence of the rate constants, *k*(CH~3~Cl + Cl) and *k*(CH~3~ + Cl~2~) expressed by Eqs. ([7](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) and ([8](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) allows a description of the kinetics of the reactions CH~3~Cl + Cl and CH~3~ + Cl~2~ over a wide temperature range.

Reaction system CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl {#Sec9}
-------------------------------

The profiles of the potential energy surface presented in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} show that Cl abstraction from CH~2~Cl~2~ by Cl atoms is also related to a high energy barrier of 90 kJ mol^−1^. This implies a low values of the rate constants *k*(CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl). The calculated value of *k*(CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl) at 298 K of 2.4 × 10^−27^ cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^ is over 1,000 times higher than the value of *k*(CH~3~Cl + Cl) at the same temperature. The height of the energy barrier is lower by 16 kJ mol^−1^ than that calculated for CH~3~Cl + Cl. As a consequence, values of *k*(CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl) increase a little more weakly with temperature than values of *k*(CH~3~Cl + Cl). The calculated values of *k*(CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl) are 2.0 × 10^−15^ and 9.3 × 10^−12^ cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^ at 1,000 K and 3,000 K, respectively. To the best of our knowledge there is no experimental information on the kinetics of CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl. However, the reverse reaction CH~2~Cl + Cl~2~ has been studied experimentally \[[@CR45]--[@CR47]\] in the temperature range 201--873 K. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} compares our theoretical results with the results of the experimental investigations of Seetula \[[@CR45]\], Seetula et al. \[[@CR46]\] and Eskola et al. \[[@CR47]\] obtained for CH~2~Cl + Cl~2~. The values of the rate constants, *k*(CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl) and *k*(CH~2~Cl + Cl~2~) calculated in the temperature range of 200--3,000 K, can be expressed asFig. 4Arrhenius plot for the reaction CH~2~Cl + Cl~2~ → CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl comparing the available results of kinetic measurements of Seetula \[[@CR45]\] (*white circles*), Seetula et al. \[[@CR46]\] (*black triangles*) and Eskola et al. \[[@CR47]\] by (*black squares*) with those obtained theoretically in this study. *Solid line* Plot of Eq. ([10](#Equ11){ref-type=""}). *Inset* Temperature dependence of *k*(CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl) from Eq. ([9](#Equ10){ref-type=""})$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The results of our calculations reproduce the experimentally estimated values of *k*(CH~2~Cl + Cl~2~) very well at low temperatures, i.e., below 400 K. At higher temperatures, our values of *k*(CH~2~Cl + Cl~2~) are slightly lower compared with the experimental results. The difference between the experimental and theoretical results increases with increasing temperature. The experimental value of (9.22 ± 0.54) × 10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^ obtained by Seetula et al. \[[@CR46]\] at 719 K is two times higher than the 4.4 × 10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^ derived from Eq. ([10](#Equ11){ref-type=""}). This may be an effect of the treatment of the lowest degrees of freedom of the transition state TS2 as harmonic vibrations. However, it should be emphasized that the theoretically derived values of *k*(CH~2~Cl + Cl~2~) and *k*(CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl) describe very well the kinetics of the chlorine abstraction reactions CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl and CH~2~Cl + Cl~2~ at temperatures not higher than ambient.

Reaction system CHCl~3~ + Cl {#Sec10}
----------------------------

The calculated energy barrier of 75 kJ mol^−1^ for reaction CHCl~3~ + Cl is lower by 15 and 31 kJ mol^−1^ than those derived for CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl and CH~3~Cl + Cl, respectively. This indicates that chlorine abstraction proceeds more easily from a reactant with a greater number of chlorine atoms. The height of the energy barrier for chlorine abstraction decreases by 15 kJ mol^−1^ for any subsequent chlorine atom inserted into the chloromethane molecule. However, the energy barrier for CHCl~3~ + Cl is still high, which implies a low value of the rate constant *k*(CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl) at room temperature. The calculated value of *k*(CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl) at 298 K is of 2.0 × 10^−24^ cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^. This value is over 3 and 6 orders of magnitude higher than the calculated at the same temperature values of *k*(CH~3~Cl + Cl) and *k*(CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl), respectively. The derived temperature dependence of *k*(CHCl~3~ + Cl) can be expressed in the temperature range 200--3,000 K as,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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According to the sizable energy barrier, the reaction CHCl~3~ + Cl becomes important only at very high temperatures. Experimental information is available only for the reverse process, CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~ \[[@CR45], [@CR46]\]. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows a comparison of the temperature dependence of the rate constant *k*(CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~) derived theoretically with that from experimental findings \[[@CR45], [@CR46]\]. The dashed line denotes the values of the rate constant *k*(CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~) obtained *via* the calculated equilibrium constant. The calculated values of *k*(CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~) distinctly overestimate the experimental results of Seetula \[[@CR45]\] and Seetula et al. \[[@CR46]\], especially at low temperatures.Fig. 5Arrhenius plot for the reaction CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~ → CHCl~3~ + Cl comparing the available results of kinetic measurements of Seetula \[[@CR45]\] (*black circles*) and Seetula et al. \[[@CR46]\] (*white diamonds*) with those obtained theoretically in this study. The *dashed* and *solid curves*show the temperature dependence of *k*(CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~) derived from the values of the rate constant *k*(CHCl~3~ + Cl) and the equilibrium constant corresponding to the reaction enthalpy at room temperature of 77.0 and 71.0 kJ mol^−1^ (see text), respectively. *Inset* Temperature dependence of *k*(CHCl~3~ + Cl) from Eq. ([11](#Equ12){ref-type=""})

It is worth noting that a comparison of the theoretical and experimental values of *k*(CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~) is indeed the only way to verify, albeit indirectly, the calculated values of both *k*(CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~) and *k*(CHCl~3~ + Cl), on the condition that the calculated equilibrium constants are realistic. The calculated reaction enthalpy at room temperature for CHCl~3~ + Cl → CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~ is of 77.0 kJ mol^−1^, whereas the experimentally estimated one is 71.0 kJ mol^−1^ \[[@CR7]\]. The correction of the reaction enthalpy by −6.0 kJ mol^−1^ at any temperature should lead to more realistic values of the equilibrium constant, and finally to a more reliable rate constant *k*(CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~). The values of *k*(CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~) after reduction by a factor of exp(6.0 kJ mol^−1^/RT), shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} (solid line), can be expressed by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The corrected values of the rate constant, *k*(CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~) reproduce the experimental results very well. Agreement between experimental and calculated values of *k*(CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~) is excellent over a wide temperature range. This also confirms the reliability of the values of the rate constant, *k*(CHCl~3~ + Cl) calculated in this study.

Reaction system CCl~4~ + Cl {#Sec11}
---------------------------

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows that the lowest energy barrier of 62 kJ mol^−1^ was found for the reaction of CCl~4~ + Cl. The calculated value of *k*(CCl~4~ + Cl) of 6.2 × 10^−22^ cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^ at 298 K is over 300 times higher than the value of *k*(CHCl~3~ + Cl) at the same temperature (see Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). The sizable energy barrier for CCl~4~ + Cl results in the distinct temperature dependence of *k*(CCl~4~ + Cl). The values of *k*(CCl~4~ + Cl) and *k*(CCl~3~ + Cl~2~) for the reverse reaction calculated via the equilibrium constant can be expressed in the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The kinetics of reaction CCl~4~ + Cl have been studied experimentally by Seetula \[[@CR45]\] and DeMare and Huybrechts \[[@CR48]\]. Their investigations were, however, performed in different temperature ranges, and the reported temperature dependencies of *k*(CCl~4~ + Cl) expressed in the Arrhenius' form show distinct differences in both the pre-exponential factor and the activation energy, which makes it difficult to compare the experimental and theoretical values of *k*(CCl~4~ + Cl). There is no experimental information on the kinetics of the reverse reaction CCl~3~ + Cl~2~. The reaction CCl~4~ + Cl is one of the processes involved in the pyrolysis of CCl~4~ in the gas-phase. Huybrechts et al. \[[@CR49]\] studied the pyrolysis of CCl~4~ in terms of modeling by computer simulations and optimizations of the kinetic parameters of the elementary processes taking part in the mechanism of the investigated pyrolysis. The Arrhenius parameters derived from the kinetic model of Huybrechts et al. \[[@CR49]\] allow a description of the kinetics of the reaction CCl~4~ + Cl in the temperature range 300--800 K. The value of 4.9 × 10^−22^ cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^ derived at 300 K by Huybrechts et al. \[[@CR49]\] is lower than our estimate of 7.3 × 10^−22^ cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^. The similar difference between our result for the value of *k*(CCl~4~ + Cl) and that derived by Huybrechts et al. \[[@CR49]\] is maintained at temperatures below 800 K. This agreement can be considered as satisfactory taking into account the uncertainties of the kinetic modeling procedure.

Summary {#Sec12}
=======

The main aim of the present study was to perform a theoretical analysis of the kinetics of chlorine abstraction from chlorinated methanes, CH~3~Cl, CH~2~Cl~2~, CHCl~3~ and CCl~4~ by chlorine atoms. Theoretical investigations based on ab initio calculations of the CH~4−x~Cl~x~ + Cl → CH~4−x~Cl~x−1~ + Cl~2~ (x = 1,2,3 and 4) reaction systems at the G3 level were performed to gain insight into the reaction mechanism. Kinetic information on these reactions is very limited. The results of the calculations also allow an estimation of the reaction energetics and the molecular properties of the structures taking part in the reaction mechanism.

The calculated values of the enthalpy of formation of the reactants and products are in good agreement with the reported values estimated experimentally. All the studied reactions are strongly endothermic processes, with calculated values of reaction enthalpy at 298 K of 107.1, 92.9, 77.0 and 57.2 kJmol^−1^ for CH~3~Cl + Cl, CH~2~Cl~2~ + Cl, CHCl~3~ + Cl and CCl~4~ + Cl, respectively. The calculated profiles of the potential energy surface show that the mechanism of the reactions studied is complex and that Cl-abstraction proceeds via the formation of intermediate complexes. The multi-step reaction mechanism consists of two elementary steps in the case of CCl~4~ + Cl, and three steps for the other reactions. The heights of the energy barrier relative to the Cl-abstraction by Cl atoms from CH~3~Cl, CH~2~Cl~2~, CHCl~3~ and CCl~4~ are 106, 90, 75 and 62 kJmol^−1^, respectively. The differences in energy barriers are reflected in the values of the rate constants. The rate constants calculated at 298 K are 4.5 × 10^−30^, 2.4 × 10^−27^, 2.0 × 10^−24^ and 6.2 × 10^−22^ cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^ for reactions CH~3~Cl/CH~2~Cl~2~/CHCl~3~/CCl~4~ + Cl, respectively. The rate constants for the reverse reactions CH~3~/CH~2~Cl/CHCl~2~/CCl~3~ + Cl~2~ have also been calculated using the equilibrium constants derived theoretically. The ordering of the values of the calculated rate constants for the reverse reactions is quite the opposite of their counterparts in the forward direction. The highest value of 1.7 × 10^−12^ cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^ at 298 K is found for *k*(CH~3~ + Cl~2~), the lowest one is *k*(CCl~3~ + Cl~2~) = 2.1 × 10^−14^ cm^3^molecule^−1^ s^−1^. The calculated values of the rate constants describe the kinetics of the reverse reactions well. An especially good agreement between the calculated and reported values of the rate constants was reached for reactions CH~3~ + Cl~2~, CH~2~Cl + Cl~2~ and CHCl~2~ + Cl~2~. In the temperature range of 200--400 K, the theoretically derived kinetic parameters for these reactions allow the reaction kinetics to be described with an accuracy no worse than that given by various kinetic data evaluations.

This confirms the reliability of the theoretically derived kinetic expressions, which represent a substantial supplement to the kinetic data necessary for the description and modeling of the complex gas-phase reactions of importance in combustion and atmospheric chemistry.
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